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ADVANTAGES OF A RATIONAL 
SPELLING 
 
1 - THE SAVING OF TIME 
 
"The bulk of the children pass through the 
government schools without learning to read 
and spell tolerably. They might learn in one 
year and with real advantage to themselves 
what they now require four or five years to 
learn and seldom succeed in learning after 
all."-MAX MÜLLER. 
 
METHODS of teaching reading have greatly 
improved since Max Müller wrote the words 
quoted above. Nevertheless, even now 
learning to spell is a far longer process for 
the English child than for children in many 
other countries, such as Germany, Italy, and 
Finland, and even the native children of the 
Gold Coast and various other parts of  
Africa. 
 
The difference is not to be explained by 
assuming inferiority on the part of English 
teachers. It is due to the unphonetic 
character of English spelling. The spelling of 
German, Italian, and Finnish is fairly 
phonetic, while the new orthographies of 
Fante, Twi, Ewe and a number of other 
African languages are completely so. 
 
If we consider the short school life of the 
majority of our children, the time given to 
spelling is seen to take up an inordinately 
large share of it. Even so, complaints are 
often made of the ignorance of the "finished 
product" of the elementary schools. 
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"Dhe bulk ov dhe children paas thruu dhe 
guvernment skuulz widhout lurning to reed 
and spel tolerably. Dhae miet lurn in wun 
yeer and widh real advaantej to dhemselvz 
whot dhae nou rekwier for or fiev yeerz to 
lurn and seldom sukseed in lurning aafter 
aul."-MAX MÜLLER. 
 
METHODZ ov teeching reeding hav graevly 
impruuvd sins Max Müller roet dhe wurdz 
kwoeted abuv. Neverdheles, eeven nou 
lurning to spel iz a far longger proeses for 
dhe Inglish chield dhan for children in meny 
udher kuntriz, such az Jurmany, Italy and 
Finland, and eeven dhe naetiv children ov 
dhe Goeld Koest and vaeryus udher parts ov 
Afrika. 
 
Dhe diferens iz not to be eksplaend bie 
asueming infeeryorrity on dhe part ov Inglish 
teecherz. It iz due to dhe unfonetik karrakter 
ov Inglish speling. Dhe speling ov Jurman, 
Italyan and Finish iz faerly fonetik, whiel dhe 
nue orthografiz ov Fante, Twi, Ewe and a 
number ov udher Afrikan langgwejez ar 
kompleetly soe. 
 
If we konsider dhe short skuul lief ov dhe 
majorrity ov our children, dhe tiem given to 
speling iz seen to taek up an inordinetly larj 
shaer ov it. Eeven soe, komplaents ar ofen 
maed ov dhe ignorans ov dhe "finisht 
produkt" ov dhe elementary skuulz. 
 
 



The conviction is gaining ground that our 
early teaching has been too bookish. We 
want to give our children more manual work, 
more opportunities of observing nature and 
of exercising their bodies. We may well be 
envious of teachers in various other 
countries, who have so much more time for 
attaining these objects. 
 
The saving of time would be still more 
marked in the teaching of the defective. Our 
present spelling gravely hampers the efforts 
of those who devote themselves to the 
education of the blind and of the deaf and 
dumb. 
 
A rational spelling would, moreover, 
materially facilitate the task of those to whom 
English is a foreign tongue. If our present 
spelling is difficult to acquire for those 
familiar with the spoken language, it is very 
much harder for those ignorant of it. 
 
The school life of our elementary school 
children is all too short. It will no doubt be 
prolonged in due course. But even when this 
desirable step has been taken, there is no 
reason why any of the pupils' time should be 
wasted. If 1,000 hours of their time could be 
saved, they would leave school much better 
prepared for their life's work, whatever the 
length of their education. 
 
It is not only the actual learning of spelling 
that takes up so much time; spelling 
mistakes are made, and have to be 
corrected, in all the written work throughout 
the school. This leads to loss of time, to say 
nothing of loss of temper. 
 
It is sometimes suggested that spelling can 
and should be learnt incidentally; that much 
reading will lead to good spelling. 
Experience shows that in a badly spelt 
language this is not the case. Dr. Wallin in 
his monograph on Spelling Efficiency has 
shown, as the result of experiments, that the 
systematic memorizing of lists of words will 
alone produce the perfect speller; and there 
are many instances of good readers who 

Dhe konvikshon iz gaening ground dhat our 
urly teeching haz been tuu bookish. We wont 
to giv our children mor manueal wurk, mor 
oportuenitiz ov obzurving naetuer and ov 
eksersiezing dhaer bodiz. We mae wel be 
envyus ov teecherz in vaeryus udher kuntriz, 
huu hav soe much mor tiem for ataening 
dheez objekts. 
 
Dhe saeving ov tiem wood be stil mor markt 
in dhe teeching ov dhe defektiv. Our prezent 
speling graevly hamperz dhe eforts ov dhoez 
huu devoet dhemselvz to dhe eduekaeshon 
ov dhe bliend and ov dhe def and dum. 
 
 
A rashonal speling wood, moroever, 
mateeryaly fasilitaet dhe taask ov dhoez to 
huum Inglish iz a forren tung. If our prezent 
speling iz difikult to akwier for dhoez familyar 
widh dhe spoeken langgwej, it iz very much 
harder for dhoez ignorant ov it. 
 
Dhe skuul lief ov our elementary skuul 
children iz aul tuu short. It wil noe dout be 
prolongd in due kors. But eeven when dhis 
dezierabl step haz been taeken, dhaer iz noe 
reezon whie eny ov dhe pueplz' tiem shood 
be waested. If 1,000 ourz ov dhaer tiem kood 
be saevd, dhae wood leev skuul much beter 
prepaerd for dhaer lief's wurk, whotever dhe 
length ov dhaer eduekaeshon. 
 
It iz not oenly dhe aktueal lurning ov speling 
dhat taeks up soe much tiem ; speling 
mistaeks ar maed, and hav to be korekted, in 
aul dhe riten wurk thruout dhe skuul. Dhis 
leedz to los ov tiem, to sae nuthing ov los ov 
temper. 
 
It iz sumtiemz sujested dhat speling kan and 
shood be lurnt insidentaly; dhat much 
reeding wil leed to good speling. 
Ekspeeryens shoez dhat in a badly spelt 
langgwej dhis iz not dhe kaes. Dr. Wallin in 
hiz monograaf on Speling Efishensy haz 
shoen, az dhe rezult ov eksperiments, dhat 
dhe sistematik memoriezing ov lists ov wurdz 
wil aloen produes dhe purfekt speler; and 
dhaer ar meny instansez ov good reederz 



spell badly. When the spelling is rational, the 
conditions are different; the process of 
learning to read does not entail this 
memorizing, which takes up so much time 
without any corresponding gain. 
 
We hear a good deal nowadays about the 
deterioration of spelling; it has been 
suggested that more time should be given to 
it in our schools. As long as mechanical 
accuracy was one of the great aims of the 
teaching, it was possible to produce the 
perfect speller. Teachers are beginning to 
study the child mind more thoroughly; they 
shrink from all unreasonable exercise of their 
authority. Mechanical memorizing is 
repulsive to them. In these circumstances 
the perfect speller cannot be produced; but 
the remedy is not to take up still more of the 
child's valuable education-time for this 
purpose, but to adopt a rational spelling that 
can be learnt quickly and in a reasonable 
way. 
 
"It is significant of much that, though the 
most conservative class in the community is 
acutely conscious of the thousand difficulties 
in the way, teachers as a body are cordially 
with the Spelling Reformers. And why? They, 
above all other persons interested, know the 
misery and travail involved in the attempt to 
teach the bewildering collocation of 
contradictions and conundrums miscalled 
our system of spelling." 
 
 - DR. THOMAS MACNAMARA. 
 

huu spel badly. When dhe speling iz 
rashonal, dhe kondishonz ar diferent; dhe 
proeses ov lurning to reed duz not entael 
dhis memoriezing, which taeks up soe much 
tiem widhout eny korresponding gaen. 
 
We heer a good deel nou-a-daez about dhe 
deteeryoraeshon ov speling; it haz been 
sujested dhat mor tiem shood be given to it 
in our skuulz. Az long az mekanikal akuerasy 
woz wun ov dhe graet aemz ov dhe 
teeching, it woz posibl to produes dhe 
purfekt speler. Teecherz ar begining to study 
dhe chield miend mor thurroly; dhae shrink 
from aul unreezonabl eksersiez ov dhaer 
authorrity. Mekanikal memoriezing iz repulsiv 
to dhem. In dheez surkumstansez dhe 
purfekt speler kanot be produest ; but dhe 
remedy iz not to taek up stil mor ov dhe 
chield'z valueabl eduekaeshon-tiem for dhis 
purpos, but to adopt a rashonal speling dhat 
kan be lurnt kwikly and in a reezonabl wae. 
 
 
"It iz signifikant ov much dhat, dhoe dhe 
moest konsurvativ klaas in dhe komuenity iz 
akuetly konshus ov dhe thouzand difikultiz in 
dhe wae, teecherz az a body ar kordyaly 
widh dhe Speling Reformerz. And whie ? 
Dhae, abuv aul udher pursonz interested, 
noe dhe mizery and travael involvd in dhe 
atempt to teech dhe bewildering 
kolokaeshon ov kontradikshonz and 
konundrumz miskauld our sistem ov speling." 
 
 - DR. THOMAS MACNAMARA. 
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SPELLING 
 
2 - THE TEACHING WOULD BE 
RATIONAL 
 
READING and writing are subjects which the 
child must learn; they are bound to appear 
early in his education. At present we cannot 
teach them in a reasonable way. 
 
In all other subjects we encourage the child 
to use his reasoning powers, to ask 
questions. We make good use of his 
curiosity. In the spelling it is otherwise. When 
the child asks why a word is spelt in a certain 
way, we are either ignorant of the answer or, 
if we do know it, it is beyond the child's 
comprehension. We discourage such 
questions, and demand an unreasoning 
obedience to authority which we should 
condemn in the teaching of any other 
subject. 
 
The child has a natural love of order and 
consistency, a precious quality that is worth 
cultivating. But early in his education he is 
taught what is entirely lacking in order and 
consistency. He learns that " true " is right, 
but " trueth " is wrong: he must write " 
speak," but not " speech," " proceed," but not 
" receed," " sense," but not " fense." He must 
do so, not because it appeals to his reason, 
but because his teacher tells him to spell 
words in this way. The moral effects are 
serious. 
 
Spelling becomes one of the trials of the 
child's existence. It assumes an importance 
quite out of proportion to its real value. It 
demands attention which is sorely needed 
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2 - DHE TEECHING WOOD BE 
RASHONAL 
 
REEDING and rieting ar subjekts which dhe 
chield must lurn; dhae ar bound to apeer urly 
in hiz eduekaeshon. At prezent we kan not 
teech dhem in a reezonabl wae. 
 
In aul udher subjekts we enkurrej dhe chield 
to uez hiz reezoning pourz, to aask 
kwestyonz. We maek good ues ov hiz 
kueryosity. In dhe speling it iz udherwiez. 
When dhe chield aasks whie a wurd iz spelt 
in a surten wae, we ar iedher ignorant ov dhe 
aanser or, if we duu. noe it, it iz beyond dhe 
chield'z komprehenshon. We diskurrej such 
kwestyonz, and demaand an unreezoning 
obeedyens to authorrity, which we shood 
kondem in dhe teeching ov eny udher 
subjekt. 
 
The chield haz a natueral luv ov order and 
konsistensy, a preshus kwolity dhat iz wurth 
kultivaeting. But urly in hiz eduekaeshon he 
iz taut whot iz entierly laking in order and 
konsistensy. He lurnz dhat "true" iz riet, but " 
trueth " iz rong ; he must riet "speak," but not 
"speech," "proceed," but not "receed," 
"sense," but not " fense." He must duu soe, 
not bekauz it apeelz to hiz reezon, but 
bekauz hiz teecher telz him to spel wurdz in 
dhis wae. Dhe morral efekts ar seeryus. 
 
 
Speling bekumz wun ov dhe trialz ov dhe 
chield'z egzistens. It asuemz an importans 
kwiet out ov proporshon to its real value. It 
demaandz atenshon which iz sorly needed 



for other, intrinsically valuable, matters. 
Speech helps but little towards the spelling; 
when the child spells as he speaks, he 
makes mistakes. The spelling, instead of 
helping speech, often leads the child to 
adopt a faulty pronunciation. 
 
When we have a spelling that adequately 
represents the sounds of speech, the first 
care of the teacher will be to ensure that the 
children speak well. They often bring to 
school a spoken language that is defective in 
many ways. Their vocabulary is weak, both 
in the number of words and in the meaning 
attached to them. Their speech as a whole is 
rarely clear and pleasing. Their pronunciation 
contains more or less marked peculiarities of 
dialect. 
 
The teacher will lead her pupils to breathe 
well, to articulate distinctly, and to learn the 
sounds of standard speech. She will tell 
them stories, read to them, and get them to 
give connected accounts of whatever 
interests them. They will learn to listen as 
well as to speak well. The ear is the gateway 
to the soul of the child. 
 
All this can be done, and is best done, before 
the child uses a book or writes a word; and it 
is the best preparation for reading or writing 
a rationally spelt language. Let the child also 
be practised in the tracing of letters, after the 
Montessori fashion, and the process of 
reading and writing will follow quite naturally. 
There will be nothing to blunt the reasoning 
powers of the child; a sign or pair of signs 
will correspond to each sound of the speech 
he has learnt. What he can pronounce he will 
be able to write; what lie sees written he will 
be able to read. 
 
At a certain point in his education it will be 
necessary to introduce him to the old 
spelling. At first this will seem very strange, 
and often repulsive; but many of the words 
will be the same as in the rational spelling 
(e.g. "bat, bet, bit, but, hot"), others will show 
little change (e.g. "have" for " hav," "dull" for " 
dul "), while the rest will usually be clear from 

for udher, intrinsikaly valueabl, materz. 
Speech helps but litl towordz dhe speling; 
when dhe chield spelz az he speeks, he 
maeks mistaeks. Dhe speling, insted ov 
helping speech, ofen leedz dhe chield to 
adopt a faulty pronunsyaeshon. 
 
When we hav a speling dhat adekwetly 
reprezents dhe soundz ov speech, dhe furst 
kaer ov dhe teecher wil be to enshuur dhat 
dhe children speek wel. Dhae ofen bring to 
skuul a spoeken langgwej dhat iz defektiv in 
meny waez. Dhaer vokabuelary iz week, 
boeth in dhe number ov wurdz and in dhe 
meening atacht to dhem. Dhaer speech az a 
hoel iz raerly kleer and pleezing. Dhaer 
pronunsyaeshon kontaenz mor or les markt 
pekuelyarritiz ov dialekt. 
 
Dhe teecher wil leed hur pueplz to breedh 
wel, to artikuelaet distinktly, and to lurn dhe 
soundz ov standard speech. She wil tel 
dhem storiz, reed to dhem, and get dhem to 
giv konekted akounts ov whotever interests 
dhem. Dhae wil lurn to lisen az wel az to 
speek wel. Dhe eer iz dhe gaetwae to dhe 
soel ov dhe chield. 
 
Aul dhis kan be dun, and iz best dun, befor 
dhe chield uezez a book or riets a word; and 
it iz dhe best preparaeshon for reeding or 
rieting a rashonaly spelt langgwej. Let dhe 
chield aulsoe be praktist in dhe traesing ov 
leterz, aafter dhe Montessori fashon, and 
dhe proeses ov reeding and rieting wil foloe 
kwiet natueraly. Dhaer wil be nuthing to blunt 
dhe reezoning pourz ov dhe chield; a sien or 
paer ov sienz wil korrespond to eech sound 
ov dhe speech he haz lurnt. Whot he kan 
pronouns he wil be aebl to riet ; whot he 
seez riten he wil be aebl to reed. 
 
At a surten point in hiz eduekaeshon it wil be 
nesesary to introdues him to dhe oeld 
speling. At furst dhis wil seem very straenj, 
and ofen repulsiv ; but meny ov dhe wurdz 
wil be dhe saem az in dhe rashonal speling 
(e.g. "bat, bet, bit, but, hot"), udherz wil shoe 
litl chaenj (e.g. "have" for "hav," "dull" for 
"dul"), whiel dhe rest wil uezhuealy be kleer 



the context. He will soon be able to read the 
old spelling with ease; but it will not then 
have any bad effect, for his own spelling 
habits will be too well established to suffer 
from contact with the old spelling, and he will 
not be required to memorize the irregularities 
presented by it, as our poor children are 
unfortunately compelled to do to-day. If they 
only had to learn reading, their hardship 
would not be so great ; the grievous burden 
for them is learning how to write. 
 
The best of recent methods for teaching 
children to read and to write start on phonetic 
lines. At first use is made only of words that 
are regular; since many of the common 
words are irregular (e.g. "one, two, son, 
daughter, bread, write"), much ingenuity is 
required to produce the reading matter. But 
the evil day is only put off; a time comes 
when words have to be learnt that obey no 
rule. Children, who for a time have used only 
regular words, find difficulty in reconciling 
themselves to the vagaries of our spelling; 
and the otherwise salutary connection of 
sound and sign that had been established 
becomes a hindrance in acquiring the 
irrationally spelt words which constitute the 
greater part of the language they have to use 
in reading and writing. No wonder that our 
best teachers are keenly desirous of a 
reform which would enable them to apply to 
the whole of the spelling the good methods 
that can now be applied only to a relatively 
small number of words. 
 

from dhe kontekst. He wil suun be aebl to 
reed dhe oeld speling widh eez ; but it wil not 
dhen hav ony bad efekt, for hiz oen speling 
habits wil be tuu wel establisht 'to sufer from 
kontakt widh dhe oeld speling, and he wil not 
be rekwierd to memoriez dhe ireguelarritiz 
prezented bie it, az our puur children ar 
unfortuenetly kompeld to duu todae. If dhae 
oenly had to lurn reeding, dhaer hardship 
wood not be soe graet; dhe greevus burden 
for dhem iz lurning hou to riet. 
 
Dhe best ov reesent methodz for teeching 
children to reed and riet start on fonetik lienz. 
At furst ues iz maed oenly ov wurdz dhat ar 
reguelar ; sins meny ov dhe komon wurdz ar 
ireguelar (e.g. "one, two, son, daughter, 
bread, write"), much injenueity iz rekwierd to 
produes dhe reeding mater. But dhe eevil 
dae iz oenly poot of; a tiem kumz when 
wurdz hav to be lurnt dhat obae noe ruul. 
Children, huu for a tiem hav uezd oenly 
reguelar wurdz, fiend difikulty in rekonsieling 
dhemselvz to dhe vagaeriz ov our speling ; 
and dhe udherwiez saluetary konekshon ov 
sound and sien dhat haz been establisht 
bekumz a hindrans in akwiering dhe 
irashonaly spelt wurdz which konstituet dhe 
graeter part ov dhe langgwej dhae hav to 
uez in reeding and rieting. Noe wunder dhat 
our best teecherz ar keenly dezierus ov a 
reform which wood enaebl dhem to aplie to 
dhe hoel ov dhe speling dhe good methodz 
dhat kan nou be aplied oenly to a relativly 
smaul number ov wurdz. 
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SPELLING 
 
3. THE GAIN TO THE TEACHING OF OUR 
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
 
TO a child the spoken and the written 
languages are necessarily almost entirely 
separate things. Much of its schooling is 
devoted to reducing the gap between them, 
and the degree of success attained in this is 
taken to a large extent as the measure of the 
adult's education. At present, the gap is 
widened, and the difficulty of bridging it 
increased, by the irrational nature of our 
conventional spelling. 
 
A rational spelling would be quickly learnt, 
and as it would be related throughout to 
pronunciation, speech would receive the 
attention it deserves; and much of the time 
now wastefully spent by both pupil and 
teacher on correcting spelling mistakes 
might be given to more constructive 
activities. A few difficulties due to exceptions 
would always remain, owing to the existence 
of dialectal varieties of pronunciation; for it is 
very desirable that spelling should be in all 
essentials uniform everywhere, and this 
means that a certain number of local sounds 
would not be accurately represented in 
writing. But the exceptions would nowhere 
be numerous, and, what is particularly 
important, a good reason for their 
occurrence could always be given: we want 
to make it as easy as possible for any 
speaker of English to understand what 
anyone else writes in it. 
 
Incidentally, an adequately reformed spelling 
would provide a reasonably satisfactory 
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ADVANTAGES OF A RATIONAL 
SPELLING 
 
3. DHE GAEN TO DHE TEECHING OV 
OUR LANGGWEJ AND LITERATUER 
 
TO a chield dhe spoeken and dhe riten 
langgwejez ar nesesarily aulmoest entierly 
separet thingz. Much ov its skuuling iz 
devoeted to reduesing dhe gap between 
dhem, and dhe degree ov sukses ataend in 
dhis iz taeken to a larj ekstent az dhe mezher 
ov dhe adult's eduekaeshon. At prezent, dhe 
gap iz wiedend, and dhe difikulty ov brijing it 
inkreest, bie dhe irashonal naetuer ov our 
konvenshonal speling. 
 
A rashonal speling wood be kwikly lurnt, and, 
az it wood be relaeted thruout to 
pronunsyaeshon, speech wood reseev dhe 
atenshon it dezurvz; and much ov dhe tiem 
nou waestfooly spent bie boeth puepl and 
teecher on korekting speling mistaeks miet 
be given to mor konstruktiv aktivitiz. A fue 
difikultiz due to eksepshonz wood aulwaez 
remaen, oïng to dhe egzistens ov dialectal 
variëtiz ov pronunsyaeshon; for it iz very 
dezierabl dhat speling shood be in aul 
esenshalz ueniform evriwhaer, and dhis 
meenz dhat a surten number ov loekal 
soundz wood not be akueretly reprezented in 
rieting. But dhe eksepshonz wood noewhaer 
be nuemerus, and, whot iz partikuelarly 
important, a good reezon for dhaer okurrens 
kood aulwaez be given - we wont to maek it 
az eezy az posibl for eny speeker ov Inglish 
to understand whot eniwun els riets in it. 
 
 
Insidentaly, an adekwetly reformd speling 
wood provied a reezonably satisfaktory 



means of writing dialect speech. We should 
thus be spared those distortions of 
conventional spelling commonly found in 
attempts to represent it, distortions which 
are, for the most part, meaningless to those 
who do not already know the dialect in 
question. 
 
The difficulties caused by our irrational 
spelling do not end with the preliminary 
period of "learning to read." Long afterwards, 
children meet with unfamiliar words on 
almost every page they read in school; and 
the process of extending the vocabulary 
should continue at least throughout school 
and university life. Since in many cases the 
present spelling has only an indefinite 
relation to sound, eye and ear cannot work 
together; the difficulty of learning a new word 
is thus increased when it might be lessened. 
Moreover, the painfully acquired knowledge 
that a word met with in silent reading may 
prove to have a very different pronunciation 
when spoken by an educated man from what 
the spelling led the reader to expect tends to 
breed distrust of all new words; and if these 
words are remembered at all, they are either 
reserved for writing or remain simply passive 
in the mind. When, on the other hand, 
someone less self-conscious makes a bold 
attempt to use the word in speech, the result 
may easily be yet another of those spelling 
pronunciations that form such effective social 
barriers. 
 
All this has a direct bearing on the study of 
English literature. It has been said with much 
truth that classical English writing needs 
almost as much translation for an ordinary 
secondary school pupil as a foreign 
literature. Apart from the aid it would give in 
building up an adequate vocabulary, a 
spelling that showed the relation of what is 
written to living speech would help to break 
down at least one barrier. 
 
Professor C. H. Page has well said: "The 
strongest argument for a spelling that shall 
more nearly represent the real sounds of the 
words must, it seems to me, rest on our 

meenz ov rieting dialekt speech. We shood 
dhus be spaerd dhoez distorshonz ov 
konvenshonal speling komonly found in 
atempts to represent it, distorshonz which ar, 
for dhe moest part, meeningles to dhoez huu 
duu not aulredy noe dhe dialekt in kwestyon. 
 
 
Dhe difikultiz kauzd bie our irashonal speling 
duu not end widh dhe preliminary peeryod ov 
"lurning to reed." Long aafterwardz, children 
meet widh unfamilyar wurdz on aulmoest 
evry paej dhae reed in skuul; and dhe 
proeses ov ekstending dhe vokabuelary 
shood kontinue at leest thruout skuul and 
uenivursity lief. Sins in meny kaesez dhe 
prezent speling haz oenly an indefinit 
relaeshon to sound, ie and eer kanot wurk 
togedher; dhe difikulty ov lurning a nue wurd 
iz dhus inkreest when it miet be lesend. 
Moroever, dhe paenfooly akwierd nolej dhat 
a wurd met widh in sielent reeding mae 
pruuv to hav a very diferent pronunsyaeshon 
when spoeken bie an eduekaeted man from 
whot dhe speling led dhe reeder to ekspekt 
tendz to breed distrust ov aul nue wurdz; and 
if dheez wurdz ar rememberd at aul, dhae ar 
iedher rezurvd for rieting or remaen simply 
pasiv in dhe miend. When, on dhe udher 
hand, sumwun les self-konshus maeks a 
boeld atempt to uez dhe wurd in speech, dhe 
rezult mae eezily be yet anudher ov dhoez 
speling pronunsyaeshonz dhat form such 
efektiv soeshal barryerz. 
 
Aul dhis haz a direkt baering on dhe study ov 
Inglish literatuer. It haz been sed widh much 
truuth dhat klasikal Inglish rieting needz 
aulmoest az much translaeshon for an 
ordinary rekondary skuul puepl az a forren 
literatuer. Apart from dhe aed it wood giv in 
bilding up an adekwet vokabuelary, a speling 
dhat shoed dhe relaeshon ov whot iz riten to 
living speech wood help to braek doun at 
leest wun barryer. 
 
Profesor C. H. Page haz wel sed: "Dhe 
stronggest arguement for a speling dhat shal 
mor neerly represent dhe real soundz ov dhe 
wurdz must, it seemz to me, rest on our 



sentiment for style and for poetry, and on a 
desire to bring back the feeling for poetry 
from its false dependence on the visible 
aspect of language, which is always artificial, 
to a dependence on the real substance of 
language, that is, the sound. A poem 
certainly loses nothing in being well read or 
spoken. Only so can it attain to its real 
existence as poetry. Yet when it is read or 
spoken, what becomes of the spelling and of 
the sentiment which is alleged to be more or 
less dependent on the spelling? For the sake 
of truer sentiment, for the sake of a truer 
feeling for English literature, and especially 
for poetry, our spelling should be simplified." 
 
April, 1942. 

sentiment for stiel and for poëtry, and on a 
dezier to bring bak dhe feeling for poëtry 
from its fauls dependens on dhe vizibl aspekt 
ov langgwej, which iz aulwaez artifishal, to a 
dependens on dhe real substans ov 
langgwej, dhat iz, dhe sound. A poëm 
surtenly luuzez nuthing in being wel red or 
spoeken. Oenly soe kan it ataen to its real 
egzistens az poëtry. Yet when it iz red or 
spoeken, whot bekumz ov dhe speling and 
ov dhe sentiment which iz alejd to be mor or 
les dependent on dhe speling? For dhe saek 
ov truër sentiment, for dhe saek ov a truër 
feeling for Inglish literatuer, and espeshaly 
for poëtry, our speling shood be simplified."  
 
Aepril, 1942. 

 
  



 
Alfabetikal List ov dhe Nue Speling 
 
a -at; karry  ngg - angger  
aa - faadher  nk - think 
ae - aed  o - on, swon; sorry  
ar - star, stary  oe - goez, loer  
au - aul  oi - oil 
b - bat  oo[4] - good, poot  
c  (widhout h, oenly in proper naemz)  or - or, dor, story  
ch - chat  ou - out, sour  
d - dot  p - pet   
dh - dhis  q (oenly in proper naemz)  
e - end  r - rat 
ee[1]   - eel, kweer  s - set 
er[2] - sister  sh - shut, akshon 
f - far  t - ten 
g  - get th - think 
h - hat u - us; hurry 
i  - it  ue[5]  - hue, kuer 
ie[3]  - fien, fier  ur - burn furst; sturing  
j - jet,  uu - fuud: ruul, puur 
k - kat  v - van 
kh - Scotch lokh  w - wet 
 l  - let  wh - when 
m - met  x (oenly in proper naemz)  
n - net  y - yet; empty, emptying  
ng  - sing, singer  z - zeel, goez 
  zh - vizhon 
 
[1] Reduest formz in be, dhe, he, me, she, we.   
[2] Speshal ues in wer. 
[3] Reduest form in I. 
[4] Reduest form in to. 
[5] Reduest form in U (= you). 
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4. ENGLISH AS THE LANGUAGE OF 
UNIVERSAL INTERCOURSE 
 
ALL who love our language and realize the 
responsibilities of our Empire will agree that 
every British citizen should be able to speak 
English. That is far from being the case at 
present. 
 
To take India alone, there are millions who 
do not know English. If they can read at all, 
they depend for their information about the 
Empire on the native press, which often 
misleads them, it may be unconsciously. It is 
our duty to educate these millions; the key to 
their education is the English language. We 
place great difficulties in their way by our 
irregular spelling. If it were reasonable they 
could almost teach themselves. 
 
 
It is a barrier hard to surmount for them, for 
the French Canadians, for the Afrikaans 
speakers of South Africa, and many others 
of our fellow-subjects whose mother tongue 
is not English. 
 
A common language is a powerful bond. Is it 
wise for us to retain our spelling, which our 
fellow-subjects tell us is such a great 
obstacle to the general acquisition of our 
language? 
 
In other respects it is so admirable. The 
pronunciation, apart from the spelling, is 
easily acquired. It presents more difficulty to 
some nations than to others, but there are 
foreigners all over the world who speak it 
clearly and without a disturbing accent. 
 

DHE SIMPLIFIED SPELING SOSIËTY 
 
ADVANTAGES OF A RATIONAL 
SPELLING 
 
4. INGLISH AZ DHE LANGGWEJ OV 
UËNIVURSAL INTERKORS. 
 
AUL huu luv our langgwej and realiez dhe 
responsibilitiz ov our Empier wil agree dhat 
evry British sitizen shood be aebl to speek 
Inglish. Dhat iz far from being dhe kaes at 
prezent. 
 
To taek Indya aloen, dhaer ar milyonz huu 
duu not noe Inglish. If dhae kan reed at aul, 
dhae depend for dhaer informaeshon about 
dhe Empier on dhe naetiv pres, which ofen 
misleedz dhem, it mae be unkonshusly. It iz 
our duety to eduekaet dheez milyonz; dhe 
kee to dhaer eduekaeshon iz dhe lnglish 
langgwej. We plaes graet difikultiz in dhaer 
wae bie our ireguelar speling. If it wer 
reezonabl, dhae kood aulmoest teech 
dhemselvz. 
 
It iz a barryer hard to sermount for dhem, for 
dhe French Kanaedyanz, for dhe Afrikaans 
speekerz ov South Afrika, and meny udherz 
ov our feloe-subjekts huuz mudher tung iz 
not Inglish. 
 
A komon langgwej iz a pourfool bond. Iz it 
wiez for us to retaen our speling, which our 
feloe-subjekts tel us iz such a graet obstakl 
to dhe jeneral akwizishon ov our langgwej? 
 
 
In udher respekts it iz soe admirabl. Dhe 
pronunsyaeshon, apart from dhe speling, iz 
eezily akwierd. It prezents mor difikulty to 
sum naeshonz dhan to udherz, but dhaer ar 
forrenerz aul oever dhe wurld huu speek it 
kleerly and widhout a disturbing aksent. 
 



The grammar is very simple - far less 
complicated than that of French or German, 
or perhaps any other language. 
 
The vocabulary is remarkably rich; in a 
unique way it is drawn on the one hand from 
Teutonic sources, on the other from French 
and Latin. 
 
A knowledge of English opens up a splendid 
literature. 
 
Is it surprising that such a language should 
prove attractive to foreigners? Many find it 
useful to know English for commercial 
reasons. There are others who learn it from 
no motive of direct gain. Their number is 
steadily increasing; but they all tell the same 
story of the great difficulties presented by the 
spelling. They have overcome them, but how 
many are prevented from learning English by 
this serious obstacle? 
 
It is not too much to say that if we had had 
rational spelling sixty or seventy years ago, 
the artificially constructed languages would 
have had little success. Take even the most 
ingenious of them: they may be a little 
simpler in grammar, and perhaps in 
pronunciation, but their vocabulary cannot 
compare with that of English, and in 
literature they offer but little. The only 
respect in which they are really superior is in 
the spelling. 
 
It is sometimes urged that no existing 
language would ever be adopted for 
universal use, because of national 
jealousies, and that we must therefore have 
recourse to a neutral - that is, an artificial -
language. Doubtless, any attempt to enforce 
the adoption of English as the language of 
international communication would meet with 
opposition; but there would be no need to 
enforce it. If it is rationally spelt, it will be so 
obviously the easiest language to learn, and 
at the same time the most attractive owing to 
its commercial value and its literary 
treasures, that we can trust to its becoming 
the recognized medium of international 

Dhe gramar iz very simpl - far les 
komplikaeted dhan dhat ov French or 
Jurman, or perhaps eny udher langgwej. 
 
Dhe vokabuelary iz remarkably rich; in a 
ueneek wae it iz draun on dhe wun hand 
from Tuetonik sorsez, on dhe udher from 
French and Latin. 
 
A nolej ov Inglish oepenz up a splendid 
literatuer. 
 
Iz it serpriezing dhat such a langgwei shood 
pruuv atraktiv to forrenerz? Meny fiend it 
uesfool to noe Inglish for komurshal reezonz. 
Dhaer ar udherz huu lurn it from noe moetiv 
ov direkt gaen. Dhaer number iz stedily 
inkreesing; but dhae aul tel dhe saem story 
ov dhe graet difikultiz presented bie dhe 
speling. Dhae hav oeverkum dhem; but hou 
meny ar prevented from lurning Inglish bie 
dhis seeryus obstakl? 
 
It iz not tuu much to sae dhat if we had had 
rashonal speling siksty or seventy yeerz 
agoe, dhe artifishaly konstrukted langgwejez 
wood hav had litl sukses. Taek eeven dhe 
moest injeenyus ov dhem: dhae mae be a litl 
simpler in gramar, and perhaps in 
pronunsyaeshon, but dhaer vokabuelary 
kanot kompaer widh dhat ov Inglish, and in 
literatuer dhae ofer but litl. Dhe oenly respekt 
in which dhae ar realy suepeeryor iz dhe 
speling. 
 
It iz sumtiemz urjd dhat noe egzisting 
langgwej wood ever be adopted for 
uenivursal ues, bekauz ov nashonal jelusiz, 
and dhat we must dhaerfor hav rekors to a 
nuetral - dhat iz, an artifishal - langgwej. 
Doutles, eny atempt to enfors dhe adopshon 
ov Inglish az dhe langgwej ov internashonal 
komuenikaeshon wood meet widh 
opozishon; but dhaer wood be noe need to 
enfors it. If it iz rashonaly spelt, it wil be soe 
obvyusly dhe eezyest langgwej to lurn, and 
at dhe saem tiem dhe moest atraktiv oïng to 
its komurshal value and its literary trezherz, 
dhat we kan trust to its bekuming dhe 
rekogniezd meedyum ov internashonal 



communication through its intrinsic merits 
and without propaganda. On a restricted 
scale that is happening now; with a good 
spelling, it would proceed far more rapidly. 
 
What a splendid prospect, that of a world in 
which all men can speak our tongue! What a 
vast audience for the writers and the 
speakers who use our splendid language! 
What a great step towards the brotherhood 
of man! 
 

komuenikaeshon thruu its intrinsic merits and 
widhout propaganda. On a restricted skael 
dhat iz hapening nou; widh a good speling, it 
wood proseed far mor rapidly. 
 
Whot a splendid prospekt, dhat ov a wurld in 
which aul men kan speek our tung! Whot a 
vaast audyens for dhe rieterz and speekerz 
huu uez our splendid langgwej! Whot a graet 
step towordz dhe brudherhood ov man! 
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